Collaborative Musicianship for Piano Duo and Piano four hands
Thursday 11:00 AM – 12:30 PM
4976Y
Instructor: Tina Yanchus-Hibbard
Email: tyanchus@uwo.ca
Phone: 519 661-2111 ext. 87984
Office hours: MB16 by appointment

Each student in this course will learn two contrasting works for two pianos and/or one piano four hands, plus a possible third work depending on the number of students enrolled.

Any repertoire suggestions from incoming students will be considered.

The focus of the course will be the development of specific ensemble techniques in the two piano/duet genre.

Students will be marked on attendance and preparation at coachings, masterclasses, and a final recital.

It is, of course, understood that students will have rehearsed the materials alone and together before each coaching.